When our social work career hits the big screen
Joaquin Phoenix’s “Joker”: The Impact of Torment and Trauma
— A Call to Insight and Action

DON’T FORGET.

Please note that you must be on a computer to access the links, they do not work on your phone.

New self care video
Learn about the importance of Self-Compassion.

IN THE NEWS !!!

UT System Board of Regents approved $60M funding for new School of Social Work building. Read all about it in this edition of the Shorthorn.

Even while growing up in small-town Oklahoma, social justice seemed to be an innate concern to Shane Whisler. He loves the title “clergy-journalist,” as he has degrees and experience in both fields. Now, after reaching the halfway point of his MSW, he knows fervently adding “social worker” to his identity. He urges students to get in touch with their GSS and make this growing program even better.
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The semester is almost over, and finals will soon be upon us. Don’t forget to take a 10 minutes for your self and breath.
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